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SENRAN KAGURA Reflexions is a new story that takes place after SENRAN KAGURA Burst
Re:CREATORS. But first of all, here is an art for one of the bosses in the story. The art is done by our
editor, Umi. Some of the weapons in the story can be obtained by defeating bosses. Using a boss's
weapon can gain you some experience as well, which can be used in the game. Characters using the
weapon have a special chat bubble for them, which you can see in the game. About SENRAN
KAGURA Reflexions: SENRAN KAGURA Reflexions is a fighting game where you can make your own
Senran Kagura characters and fight them against your friends and enemies. SENRAN KAGURA
Reflexions is in development by the Kyotop Club Studio. As a special launch, this game will be free
for a limited time. * Characters, designs, and names used are for the purpose of parody and no
infringement of rights is intended. Why do I have to pay for an old game of this franchise? All the
new ones had some bugs & I honestly am glad that game was released. I wouldn't buy a game for
the franchise if there was no guarantee it would be released. But I would buy it if it was a new game
Absolutely not. We are getting the old games in 3DS and PS4 and there is always a guarantee it will
come out. Would be good if you got the option. We are all hyped for the new PS4 remake and the
next PS3 has the new Senran Kagura Re:CREATORS game with the characters and the visual style.
As for the PS4 game being delayed… I doubt it. I'm all for characters like Genji, not having him in the
final game. Unfortunately they didn't have him either in the PS3 game. I'm more hype about the
characters on this game being cut. But the visual style looks sweet. Chuyayui wrote:As for the PS4
game being delayed… I doubt it. I'm all for characters like Genji, not having him in the final game.
Unfortunately they didn't have him either in the PS3 game. I'm more hype about the characters on
this game being cut. But the visual style looks sweet. Yeah, I can deal with it. What I really want to
see

Features Key:
Play as Agatha Knife;
Play a Dual Soundtrack that you can switch between;
Animations, Sfx, Sound and Tiles are NOT included;
More than 6000 words of story line;
Original Story, Character Design and Animation;
NO Hints or Walkthroughs;

Available for Windows;
UNLIMITED ADVANCE CHEATING;
Multiple Sound Tracks, difficulty level and save system;
Pieces in the game are scarce and difficult to find;
Retro-styled graphics and the game plays out like a sidescrolling Beat'em up game (game play
video: );
There is a Mod that makes the game play like an old NES game;
Remaining file available for download at my website:
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